Clinical application of mesenchymal stem cells for cartilage regeneration
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Abstract
Cartilage has the ability to transmit and distribute loads, providing lubrication in the diarthrodial joints. Risk factors including age, gender, genetics, nutrition and bone density may predispose to osteoarthritis (OA) and cartilage defect formation. Appropriate treatment include sufficient rest and medical therapy. Intra-articular injections such as steroids, platelet-rich plasma, visco-supplementation and mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) injections present as alternative options for non-operative treatments. For cartilage defects, microfracture (MF), osteochondral autograft transplantation (OAT) and autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI) are the most common treatment procedures. MSCs have been identified as an ideal cell source for OA therapy because they are easily expanded in culture, generally non-tumorigenic, and can be readily obtained from patients. It may be harvested from bone marrow (BMSCs), adipose tissue (ADSCs), synovium (SDSCs) or peripheral blood. BMSCs features the most common source of stem cells, and infrapatellar fat pad (IPFP) is another popular stem cell source. A phase 1 clinical study entitled “Treatment of Knee OA with Autologous Mesenchymal Stromal Cell Product (RegStem®)” was conducted in Taiwan and utilized 5 x 10⁷ IPFP-MSCs in the study for OA therapy. Most of the existing clinical studies have shown that patients receiving MSCs treatment have improved clinical outcome, such as Visual Analogue Scale, International Knee Documentation Committee and Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Arthritis Index (WOMAC) score. Some studies have also found an improvement in cartilage volume by Magnetic Resonance Imaging evaluation. Furthermore, MSCs can also be used for cartilage defect treatment. Clinical outcomes such as IKDC, Lysholm, and Tegner scores showed significant improvement when the cartilage defects were repaired and regenerated by several millions of stem cells. A 10-year follow-up clinical research indicated that there was no apparent increased tumor formation risk when BMSCs were used for cartilage defect treatment.
In addition, a BMSCs/collagen gel composite for cartilage repair clinical trial in Taiwan was conducted in 2008, and results suggested that there was an improvement in IKDC and MRI score at 9-years of follow-up. It appears that the use of MSCs for OA and cartilage defect treatment may be a promising method.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Cartilage offers high compressive force and covers the surfaces of synovial joints\(^1\). Its main function is to transmit and distribute loads and to further provide lubrication in the diarthrodial joints\(^2\). Healthy articular surfaces in humans demonstrate a hyaline cartilage morphology with thickness of about 2 to 4 mm. Cartilage comprise of 65%-85% of water, 12%-24% of collagen, 3%-6% of glycosaminoglycans, and 16,000-90,000 chondrocytes per microgram of wet tissue\(^3\). The biomechanical properties of articular cartilage are related to the composition and integrity of its extracellular matrix (ECM)\(^4\). Cartilage may function well throughout life, but damage to this tissue is prominent and has been described to afflict more than 21 million patients each year in the United States alone.

Osteoarthritis (OA) is one of the most common joint disorders related to cartilage\(^5\). In the United States alone, several millions of patients suffer from OA and treatment of this condition costs about 185.5 billion dollars annually\(^6\). OA pathology also ranks as the fourth leading cause of disability in Asia\(^7\). In addition, OA has a 12% prevalence rate in patients more than 60 years of age, and this is forecasted to increase within the next 10 years\(^8\). It has also been reported that the incidence of OA has doubled in women, and tripled in men, in recent years\(^9\). Risk factors increasing its preponderance include that of age, gender, genetics, nutrition and bone density which lead to greater susceptibility in OA\(^5\).

Pro-inflammatory cytokines are also the critical mediators implicated in the pathophysiology of OA, where they affect both quantity and quality of the cartilage ECM. Interleukin 1 beta (IL-1β), Tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) and interleukin 6 (IL-6) are the main pro-inflammatory cytokines related to its pathogenesis. Elevated levels of IL-1β and TNF-α have been found in OA patient’s synovial fluid, synovial membrane and subchondral bone. Several studies have also indicated that the presence of IL-1β and TNF-α down-regulated type II collagen and aggrecan expression in chondrocyte, subsequently stimulating the release of matrix metalloproteinase-1 (MMP-1), matrix metalloproteinase-3 (MMP-3) and matrix metalloproteinase-13 (MMP-13)\(^10,11\). IL-6 was also found to be elevated in OA patient’s synovial fluid and sera\(^12\), and it up-regulated the expression of MMP-1 and MMP-13 in combination with IL-1β and oncostatin. These cytokines contribute to the pathogenesis of OA through down-regulation of anabolic events and up-regulation of catabolic and inflammatory responses, resulting in structural damage to the OA joint\(^13,14\).

Apart from OA, cartilage defects are another common source of joint disorders. Trauma, sports injuries, biomechanical imbalance and genetic disease are common causes of cartilage defect. Patients suffering from cartilage defects may experience pain and loss of articular function, with altered activities of daily living. According to the international cartilage repair society ICRS grading system\(^15\), cartilage defects can be ranked from grade 1 (mildest) to grade 4 (most severe) which implies the most serious cartilage defect. In grade 1, the cartilage lesions may be found within the superficial layers of the cartilage. Grade 2 lesions occur when its depth extends down to less than 50% of the cartilage depth. When the lesion extends down to more than 50% of the cartilage depth, this results in severely abnormal cartilage is classified as grade 3. In the most severe defect grade 4, the lesion extends to subchondral bone and the underlying bony structures are exposed. When the defect areas are large, pain evolves to become more severe, and limits patients’ daily activities. Hence, treatment of OA and cartilage defects is critical to improve the quality of life.
CLINICAL TREATMENT FOR OA AND CARTILAGE DEFECT

OA treatment

Rest and medical therapy are the most common modalities of conservative treatment for OA, where the aim is to reduce the pain and not to repair the injury[16]. It is commonly advocated for patients with low grade OA. Intra-articular injections such as steroids, platelet-rich plasma and visco-supplementation have been used as alternative approaches to non-operative treatments[17]. However, there has been no evidence of structural improvement with the use of these conservative modalities to date. Several biologic adjuncts have been described to improve repair, including growth factors such as prolotherapy[18], platelet rich plasma (PRP)[19] and mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) injection[20][Table 1].

Cartilage defect treatment

Clinical treatment of cartilage injury is dependent on age, modality of sport activities, etiology, grade and quality of the lesion. Rest and medical therapy remain the most common conservative treatment, but its objective is to reduce the pain, not to regenerate the cartilage. For patients with severe cartilage injury, operative treatments are necessary. Operative treatment for cartilage injuries depends on the patient’s age, size of the lesion, and the chronicity of the lesion. Fresh osteochondral allograft is not available in many countries, hence microfracture (MF), osteochondral autograft transplantation (OAT) and autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI) remain the most common procedures for cartilage restoration. MF is a surgery which creates small holes within the subchondral bone to allow blood and marrow healing elements into the area of damaged cartilage[21]. The MF defect is occasionally covered with a scaffold known as matrix augmented micro fracture, or autologous matrix-induced chondrogenesis. OAT is a technique to transfer healthy osteochondral tissue from a non-weight bearing site to the defect site[22]. Certain biphasic scaffolds have also been developed for osteochondral regeneration. ACI is a technique which involves performing an arthroscopy, obtaining a small piece of cartilage from the injured knee, expanding the chondrocytes in a GTP lab, and subsequently implanting the cells into the defect site[23]. Another improved ACI known as matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implantation (MACI) is a technique which obtains patients’ cartilage from a non-weight bearing area for cell culture, expanding the chondrocytes in a GTP lab, thereafter seeded them onto a specific scaffold for damaged area repair[24][Table 2].

Although commonly used, these treatments may have complications such as fibrocartilage formation in MF treatments, donor-site morbidity in OAT technique, and secondary surgery may be required in ACI and MACI procedures. Therefore, a simple and effective treatment based on the concept of tissue engineering for cartilage injury is needed.

MSCS FOR OA AND CARTILAGE DEFECT TREATMENT

MSCs

MSCs present as an ideal cell source for OA therapy because they are easily expanded in culture, generally non-tumorigenic, and can be readily obtain from patients. More importantly, they possess immunosuppressive properties after exposure to an inflammatory environment with the secretion of soluble factors[25]. MSCs may be harvested from several sites including bone marrow (BMSCs), adipose tissue (ADSCs), synovium (SDSCs) or peripheral blood. Clinical applications of MSCs should meet the minimal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functions</td>
<td>Symptom relief</td>
<td>Symptom relief</td>
<td>Symptom relief and tissue repair</td>
<td>Symptom relief and tissue repair</td>
<td>Symptom relief and tissue repair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MSCs: mesenchymal stem cells
Table 2. Different clinical strategies for cartilage defect treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procedures</td>
<td>Using a small bone pick to punch into the subchondral bone causing microfractures</td>
<td>After microfracture, the defect site is covered with matrix</td>
<td>Taking cylindrical cartilage plugs from a donor site and inserting them into matching holes</td>
<td>Placing the composite scaffolds into the interface between cartilage and bone for osteochondral defect site repair</td>
<td>Cartilage tissue is taken from a non-weight bearing area for cell culture. When cell number is sufficient, the chondrocytes are applied on the damaged area</td>
<td>Cartilage tissue is taken from a non-weight bearing area for cell culture. When cell number is sufficient, the chondrocytes are seeded onto a scaffold for damaged area repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functions Cell cultivation Matrix</td>
<td>Tissue repair No</td>
<td>Tissue repair No</td>
<td>Tissue repair No</td>
<td>Tissue repair No</td>
<td>Tissue repair No</td>
<td>Tissue repair Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix examples</td>
<td>Without -</td>
<td>With Chondro-Gide&lt;sup&gt;[70]&lt;/sup&gt;, BST-CarGel&lt;sup&gt;[80]&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Without -</td>
<td>With PLGA/bioactive glass&lt;sup&gt;[81]&lt;/sup&gt;, cartilage fragments combined with PLGA/beta-TCP composite&lt;sup&gt;[82]&lt;/sup&gt;, porous PLGA/nano-hydroxyapatite hybrid scaffolds&lt;sup&gt;[83]&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Without -</td>
<td>With Chondro-Gide&lt;sup&gt;[84]&lt;/sup&gt;, CaReS&lt;sup&gt;[85]&lt;/sup&gt;, Hyalograft C&lt;sup&gt;[86]&lt;/sup&gt;, BioSeed-C&lt;sup&gt;[87]&lt;/sup&gt;, recalced cartilage auto/allo implantation (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT03672825)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MF: micro-fracture; AMIC: matrix augmented micro fracture; OAT: osteochondral transplantation; ACI: autologous chondrocyte implantation; MACI: matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implantation; PLGA: polylactide-co-glycolide; TCP: tricalcium phosphate

criteria established by International Society for Cellular Therapy including (1) being plastic-adherent in culture conditions; (2) expressing cluster of differentiation 105 (CD105), CD73, and CD90, lacking expression of CD45, CD34, CD14 or CD11b, CD79 or CD19, and human leukocyte antigen-DR isotype (HLA-DR) surface molecules; and (3) possessing tri-lineage differentiation into osteoblasts, adipocytes and chondroblasts<sup>[26]</sup>. Much of the recent literature has focused on BMSCs for chondrogenesis<sup>[27]</sup>. However, the clinical use of BMSCs has encountered challenges such as donor site morbidity, pain and low cell number upon harvest<sup>[28]</sup>. One issue is that only 0.001%-0.01% of the cells in bone marrow aspirate concentrate consist of BMSCs<sup>[29]</sup>. Thus, the ADSCs has become an attractive alternative source of MSCs because of its relatively easy accessibility and abundance during harvest<sup>[30]</sup>. ADSCs can be isolated from the upper arm, medial thigh, buttocks, trochanteric, superficial deep abdominal depots, and even the infrapatellar fat pad (IPFP) within the knee joint. There are about 2 to 6 million cells in the stromal vascular fraction (SVF) which can be obtained in 1 mL lipoaspirate<sup>[32]</sup>. The number of ADSCs in 1 g of ADSCs may range from 5000 to 200,000<sup>[32-34]</sup>. In other words, if we isolated 100 g of ADSCs from patient, there would be 0.5 to 20 million ADSCs which can be extracted from the ADSCs. ADSCs have been reported to differentiate into adipocytes, osteoblasts<sup>[35]</sup>, chondrocytes<sup>[36]</sup>, and endothelial cells<sup>[37]</sup> in view of their mesodermal origin. In addition, they have been described to have the ability to differentiate into ectodermal, and endodermal origin cells, such as vascular smooth muscle cells<sup>[38]</sup>, keratinocytes<sup>[39]</sup>, hepatocytes, beta islet cells<sup>[40]</sup>, neuron-like cells<sup>[41]</sup> and glial lineages<sup>[42]</sup>. Both ADSCs and BMSCs exhibit a fibroblast-like morphology<sup>[35,43]</sup>, expressing CD29, CD44, CD73, CD90, CD105 while being absent for CD14, CD31, CD34, CD45, CD106 and HLA-DR and c-kit expression<sup>[35,36,44]</sup>. When comparing the cell differentiation ability between ADSCs and BMSCs<sup>[45]</sup>, ADSCs demonstrated more prominent adipogenic differentiation ability, while BMSCs possessed stronger osteogeneic differentiation ability compared to ADSCs<sup>[35,44]</sup>. Xu et al.<sup>[45]</sup> used bisulfite PCR analysis to examine the DNA methylation status of Runx2, PPAR<sub>γ</sub>, and Sox9 from ADSCs and BMSCs. They described that the CpG sites of PPAR<sub>γ</sub> promoter in BMSCs and the CpG sites of Runx2 promoter in ADSCs were hypermethylated. Nevertheless, the methylation status of Sox9 promoter in BMSCs was only slightly lower than that in ADSCs.
In specific orthopaedic procedures such as high tibial osteotomy or arthroscopy examination, a part of patients’ tissue are removed, such as the SDSCs and IPFP. A significant number of MSCs exit within the deposited tissue and can be isolated by collagenase digestion. Sakaguchi et al.\(^4\) compared the differentiation potential among BMSCs, SDSCs and ADSCs. They reported that the nucleated cell number of SDSCs was about 3000 per mg, and possessed the greatest chondrogenesis ability as compared with others. Moreover, they also found that proliferative potential of SDSCs and IPFP-MSC were greater than that of ADSC, and the pellets formed by SDSCs and IPFP-MSC could also produce more cartilage matrix than that in ADSCs pellets from another study\(^6\). Kouroupis et al.\(^7\) demonstrated that IPFP-MSC exhibit higher clonogenicity and chondrogenic potential as compared with BMSC. Importantly, their findings showed that primed IPFP-MSC demonstrate sustained antagonism of activated human peripheral blood mononuclear cells proliferation. Considering its chondrogenic and anti-inflammation ability, it appears that IPFP-MSC may be the most promising MSC type for degenerative/inflammatory joint diseases treatment.

**MSCs for OA treatment**

In early 2008, Centeno et al.\(^4\) published their inaugural research findings about the use of autologous BMSCs for OA treatment, where they cultured BMSCs to passage 3 and injected about 4.56 \(\times\) \(10^6\) cells into a 36 years-old male’s knee. After treatment for a 3-month period, the patient’s VAS scores decreased from 3.33 to 0.13. Furthermore, his MRI results showed that the volume of meniscus increased. In 2011, Davatchi et al.\(^4\) published their results on the use of autologous BMSCs for OA treatment (\(n = 4\)), where they injected about 8 to 9 \(\times\) \(10^6\) cells into patients’ knee cavity. They reported that the walking time for the pain to appear improved and patients’ VAS scores decreased from 80–90 to 45–65. However, they were unable to find any improvement on X-rays. This study was continued from follow-up to post-treatment 5 years, and they found that the beneficial effects of BMSCs started to decline after 6 months, although this was still better at 5 years compared to the baseline\(^5\). In 2013, Orozco et al.\(^5\) performed an OA clinical study (\(n = 12\)), in which they injected 4 \(\times\) \(10^7\) BMSCs into Kellgren and Lawrence (KL) grade 2-4 patients’ knee joints. They described that pain relief occurred by 3 months and improved for at least 1 year, and the Lequesne and WOMAC score were significantly increased. Moreover, the quantitative MRI results on cartilage quality showed improvement at the 2-year follow-up\(^5\). Leading on, the same research team also published a BMSCs study in 2016, where they used 4 \(\times\) \(10^7\) BMSCs to treat KL grade 2-3 OA treatment. Results showed that the daily activities VAS at the basal visit was about 58.27, and this value decreased to 19.47 at the 1-year a follow-up, with further reduction to 14.62 \(\pm\) 14.93 at the 4-year follow-up, and no serious adverse effects were reported\(^5\). In 2019, Chahal et al.\(^5\) presented their research on using 1, 10, or 50 million BMSCs for KL grade 3-4 OA treatment. They found there were no improvements in morphological cartilage scores or decrease in T2 relaxation values. However, they showed possible chondroprotective effects based on cartilage catabolic biomarkers at 50 million BMSCs doses. They also found that IL12p40 within synovial fluid decreased with treatment, and the pro-inflammatory CD14+CD16- monocyte/macrophages maker tend to decrease as well after MSCs treatment.

Apart from bone marrow, ADSCs is another popular stem cell source. In Fodor’s research, they treated OA knee with the use of 1.41 million viable, nucleated SVF cells, and found that there was a statistically significant improvement in WOMAC and VAS scores, which was maintained at 1 year\(^5\). Prof. Yokota Nakamura also conducted a clinical study recently to compare OA treatment effect of ADSCs or non-cultured SVF injection. Results showed that pain VAS and Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS) scores had improvement in both groups. Nonetheless, patients’ symptoms improved earlier (at 3 months) and pain VAS decreased to a greater degree in the ADSCs injection group as compared with those in SVF group\(^5\). Adipose SVF contains a wide variety of cells including that of MSCs, pericytes, vascular adventitial cells, fibroblasts, pre-adipocytes, monocytes, macrophages, red blood cells, and fibrous tissue/matrix. The composition of these aforementioned cells or matrix may differ depending on individual differences or the preparation procedure of SVF. Thus, in some clinical studies evaluating the effects of
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there was no significant change in cartilage defect at 6 months in ADSCs group which contrasted with the
increased defect size in the control group. Lu et al.[59] also conducted a double-blind, active-controlled,
phase IIb knee OA clinical trial by using 5 × 10⁷ ADSCs. Results showed that most patients achieved a 70%
 improvement rate in the ADSCs receiving group after 12 months. Moreover, there was a notable increase
in articular cartilage volume in the ADSC group, as compared with the hyaluronic acid (HA) group after
12 months as measured by MRI.

Recently, another type of fat tissue known as PFP has become a popular research topic due to its ability to
diminish inflammation and cartilage degenerative grade. The IPFP is an intra-capsular structure within the
anterior knee compartment, composed of approximately 20 cm³ of ADSCs,[58], and may be easily harvested
arthroscopically or during open knee surgery.[60] During embryonic development of the knee, researchers
found that IPFP initiates from interzone formation between the femur and tibia, progressing to cavitation
between this region, and finally a IPFP site formation. This is described to be a triangular space composed
of a mesenchymal tissue formation below the patella at the 9th week of human development.[61]. IPFP
occupies space in the joint, maintaining the articular cavity, allowing the synovial fluid to circulate over the
joint thus contributing to lubrication. In an experimental animal model of OA, Toghraie et al.[62] used direct
IA injection of IPFP-MSCs into the OA knees of rabbits. The IPFP-MSCs used had been expanded and
grown in vitro and were delivered 12 weeks after the operation in a single dose of 1 million cells suspended
in 1 mL of medium. Twenty weeks after surgery, rabbits that received IF-MSCs demonstrated less cartilage
degeneration, osteophyte formation, and subchondral sclerosis than did those in the control group.

In 2012, Koh published a Level III clinical study article with the use of IPFP-MSCs for OA therapy[60],
where they collected the IPFP (average weight, 9.4 g; range, 6.9-11.2 g) by skin incision extension, further
isolating the IPFP-MSCs by tissue mincing, collagen digestion, and centrifugation. An average of 1.89 × 10⁶
stem cells were prepared with 3.0 mL of PRP and injected into the selected knees of patients in the study
group. The mean Lysholm and VAS scores of patients in the study group improved significantly at the final
follow-up (mean follow-up, 24.3 months; range, 24 to 26 months). Radiography demonstrated that the
whole-organ MRI score had significantly improved from 60.0 points to 48.3 points.[63]. Spasovski et al.[64]
have also reported that the use of IPFP-MSCs in knee OA improves clinical symptoms and reduces pain at
3 months, obtaining the best results at 6 months. Currently, a phase 1 clinical study entitled “Treatment of
Knee Osteoarthritis with Autologous Mesenchymal Stromal Cell Product (RegStem)” is being conducted
in Taiwan, which has been approved by Taiwan Food and Drug Administration on May, 2017 (ClinicalTrials.
gov Identifier number: NCT03007576). The study has enrolled 12 subjects who have Kellgren-Lawrence
grade 2-3 OA knee, and use 5 × 10⁷ IPFP-MSCs for therapy. At the culmination of 1, 3, 6, 12 and 24 months,
the VAS, KOOS and IKDC scores of subjects will be further evaluated.
MSCs for cartilage defect treatment

Even though the clinical outcome of MF, OAT and ACI for cartilage defect treatment has been shown to be desirable, there are some limitations, including that of low stem cell number and fibrocartilage formation in MF treatment, potential donor-site morbidity in OAT technique, and requirements for secondary surgery in ACI procedure. Thus, there are several research teams trying to isolate and proliferate the stem cell from patient's autologous tissue, re-seeding them into the tissue for cartilage defect treatment. They anticipate that high proliferation rate and chondro-differentiation potential of stem cells could potentially regenerate the cartilage tissue.

In 2002, Wakitani et al. first presented using BMSCs for cartilage defect treatment, where they mixed $1.3 \times 10^7$ cells into 2 mL of 0.25% type I collagen gel and placed the gel-cell composite onto the defect site. One year later, they discovered that the defects sites were covered with white soft hyaline cartilage-like tissue, and reported metachromasia within the cartilage tissue where there was presence of hyaline cartilage-like tissue forming. Recently, Nejadnik et al. also compared the clinical results of cartilage defect repaired by 10-15 million chondrocytes or BMSCs. They found improvement in the quality of life of both patient groups, and there was no significant difference in IKDC, Lysholm, and Tegner scores. However, the use of BMSCs for cartilage defect treatment is a one stage surgery, and this modality of treatment may reduce costs, further minimizing the probability of donor-site morbidity. In another related research conducted by Haleem et al., they combined BMSCs and PRP for cartilage defect treatment, and the BMSCs seeding density was $\sim 2 \times 10^6$ cells/cm². They found after cell injection the Lysholm and RHSSK scores showed statistically significant improvement at 12-month follow-up, and MRI revealed complete defect filled with native cartilage. Considering long-term treatment outcome, Teo et al. published his 10-year follow-up clinical research comparing patient-reported outcome between BMSCs and chondrocyte for cartilage repair. They found no significant differences between these two groups, and also no apparent increased tumor formation risk. However, cell isolation and cultivation are easier when using BMSCs for cartilage repair. Synovial MSCs are an alternative stem cell source for cartilage defect repair, where these cells have been extensively studied by Prof. Ichiro Sekiya. Research indicates that the SDSCs is a reservoir for MSCs which can contribute to intraarticular tissue repair. In 2015, Sikiya's team conducted a synovial MSCs for cartilage defect treatment clinical study, where they isolated synovial MSCs and cultured them for 14 days, thereafter placing them on the cartilage defect site. Results showed that Lysholm scores were improved, and MRI score was increased at 18-months follow-up. In 2015, Prof. Norimasa Nakamura developed a new method for cartilage repair, known as a scaffold-free tissue engineered construct (TEC). The construct was made by synovium-derived stem cells (SDSCs), where the team cultured cells in a medium with > 0.1 mmol/L ascorbic acid-2 phosphate for a period, resulting in a stiff sheet-like TEC which was rich in collagen I and III.

In Taiwan, there are several research teams which have tried to use MSCs for cartilage regeneration. Researchers developed an MSCs-derived chondrocyte implantation technique in 2005, and the technique obtained a US patent (patent number: US 20110189254 A1) entitled “Surgical grafts for repairing chondral defects”. In this technique, BMSCs were isolated from patients' bone marrow and embedded in 3% type-I collagen solution in a $2.6 \times 10^6$ cells/cm² cell density for cartilage repair. The gel/cell composite could gel in 12-well plates for an hour, and this was then overlaid with 2 mL chondrogenic differentiation medium for cartilage-like tissue induction. About 3 weeks later, the gel/cell composite reseeded into the cartilage defect site. This clinical study enrolled 12 human subjects and continued to follow up their clinical outcome and MRI results for about 9 years, results confirming that there were an improvement in IKDC and MRI score.

In 2011, Chang et al. studied the possibility of using BMSCs containing tissue-engineering constructs for osteochondral defects repair in a porcine model. They used the gel/cell composite with a $1 \times 10^6$ BMSCs/mL cell density for cartilage regeneration. They found that both undifferentiated MSCs and TGF-β-induced
differentiated MSCs could be used for in vivo tissue engineering treatment of osteochondral defects. Six months after surgery, they discovered that the defects had smooth, fully repaired surfaces or partially repaired surfaces in both group, suggesting that the use of MSCs could be a viable approach for in vivo tissue engineered treatment of osteochondral defects.

Based on the concept that ECM may possess critical factors for MSC differentiation, some research groups have focused on combining cartilage matrix and MSC for cartilage repair. In 2012, Chen et al.[73] mixed $6 \times 10^6$ BMSCs with cartilage fragment as a construct for cartilage regeneration and implanted it subcutaneously into nude mice. Results showed that the cells cultured in the constructs expressed type II collagen mRNA after 4 weeks of implantation. This implied that the cartilage fragments could promote chondrogenic differentiation of BMSCs. In a following study, they prepared the acellular cartilage matrix (ACM) from patients’ cartilage tissue and mixed it with human SDSCs and collagen gel for in vitro culture. Results showed that SMSCs also express type II collagen and SOX-9 mRNA in an environment with growth factor absence. Thus such kind of ACM/stem cell composites may be beneficial to cartilage regeneration for future clinical applications[76]. In 2017, the group tried to compare the cartilage regeneration results between BMSCs and bone marrow concentrate (BMC). They mixed porcine cartilage, SDSCs fragments with BMSCs or BMC to form different constructs. Results showed that BMC-containing constructs could stimulate chondrogenesis and BMSCs-containing constructs could assist in ECM synthesis[75].

**Challenges in using MSCs for cartilage regeneration**

For cartilage regeneration, MSCs may be applied to knee joint injection or cartilage defect filling, but obtaining a high cell number remains a challenge. Patients are unable to receive their own high cell number MSCs immediately. Their MSC contained tissue would be sent to the qualified cell processing facility for cell isolation and expansion, and the expected cell receiving date might be up to three weeks later[57]. After MSCs are injected into knee joint, it is uncertain if the MSCs are well-distributed. Furthermore, in order to meet the high cell number, the MSCs are cultured in vitro for a long duration, where their phenotype may be changed, the cell population’s doubling time would increase and cellular aging process occurs[76].

**CONCLUSION**

There are several biological factors related to OA and cartilage defect, which eventually lead to cartilage degeneration. The most common clinical treatment for cartilage degeneration involves the use of painkillers and HA injection. However, such kind of treatment may only serve to reduce the symptoms, and not to repair or regenerate the cartilage. Thus, several operative treatments were developed for cartilage repair, including MF, OAT and ACI. These operative surgeries are common in orthopedic surgery, but there is still room for advancement. Currently, several research groups have focused on the use of MSCs for cartilage repair, and most involve bone marrow and ADSCs as sources of MSCs. The majority of these have shown promising results in cartilage repair and OA treatment. Infrapatellar fat pads MSCs is a recent hot research topic as it possesses promising potential for OA and cartilage defect treatment.
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